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Asymmetry classes of normal, fuzzy convex fuzzy sets, on R” are defined. Unlike 
the linear structure of the space of fuzzy sets, which is only a real cone, the set of 
asymmetry classes can be given the structure of a linear space, which is complete 
with an appropriate metric. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X” denote the class of nonempty compact, convex sets on R”. This 
space can be given a real linear structure provided by scalar multiplication 
and Minkowski addition: 
AK= {Ix:xEK), AER, 
K+L={.x+~:xEK,~EL), 
for all K, LE Y”. This is not a vector space. However, Xx” is a complete 
metric space with the Hausdorff metric dH [S], and also with respect 
to L,-metrics based upon support functions [14]. Asymmetry classes 
of convex compacta were introduced by Ewald and Shephard [S] and 
Shephard [ 111 to exploit vector space properties, but this inner product 
space JP is not complete in the metric induced by the natural inner 
product, nor in the Hausdorff metric. Shephard [12] characterised asym- 
metry functions over R2 and used the representation in proving uniqueness 
of the Steiner point for compact convex sets in R2. Bobylev [l] has 
described a Steiner centroid for fuzzy sets on R. 
This note generalises these results to classes of normal fuzzy convex fuzzy 
sets and considerably strengthens them by constructing a Banach space of 
such classes. This space is a natural example of a fuzzy vector space. The 
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norm adapts and is somewhat analogous to that of the classical space 
W’.‘(S”- ‘) [S]. 
2. ASYMMETRY FUNCTIONS 
For K, L E X”, write K- L if and only if there exist centrally symmetric 
sets M, , M, E X” such that 
K+M,=L+M, (Minkowski addition). 
Then = is an equivalence and the equivalence class of K, termed an asym- 
metry class, is written (K). Let G!” denote the set of all such classes. 
Under the operations I(K) = (AK), E.cR, (K) + (L) = (K+ L), SF is 
a real linear space [3], with - (K) = (-K) (because K + (-K) is 
centrally symmetric). That is, the elements of d” are of the form K + A‘, 
where J’ is the vector space of all centrally symmetric sets in X”. 
The Steiner centroid o(K) of a convex set K E X” is defined by the 
expression 
~(K)=nj xs,Ax) 44x), S”-l 
where sK(. ) is the support function of K and dp is unit Lebesgue measure 
on the unit sphere S”- ‘. Since each asymmetry class (K) contains all the 
translates of each of its members, a representative K may be chosen so that 
cr( K) is the origin. For each such K E (K), define the associated asymmetry 
function a~,>(x)=s,(x)-s,( -x), KEX’, XER”, where sK( .) is the 
support function of K. Then a <Kj( .) is uniquely determined by the class 
(K) and, conversely, a <Kj( .) properly defines the class (K). Moreover, 
a(;.K+,>=E.a~K>+a(,>, so the space d” can be identified with the set of 
all asymmetry functions associated to Xx” [ 111. 
Let /(. /IsuP be the C(SnP ‘)-norm, of the space of continuous functions on 
the unit sphere S” ~ ‘. Note that support functions are Lipschitz continuous, 
bK(x) - sK(Y)i G (suP,, K 1~1) (x-yl. Consequently, Kt-+sK is an 
isometric embedding j: (XXn, dH) + ( C(Sn r ), 1). /I sup). 
DEFINITION 1. If fE C(Sn ’ ) and Of is the gradient off in the sense of 
distributions, let Js”-l lDj-1 be the total variation of Df on S+ ‘. Denote the 
totality of such functions, with bounded total variation, by BC(YP ‘). 
Observe that it is a subspace of BV(S”- ‘) [4]. Define the functional I/. I/ Bc 
on BC(S”-‘) by 
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wherefE BC(S- ‘). Finally, give &” the quotient topology onj(Xn)lj(J) 
defined by 
II<~)IIdn= ll~~,,ll,,n=~~f{ll~K+fII~c:f~~). 
Since sK is Lipschitz, by Rademacher’s Theorem [lo] it is differentiable 
almost everywhere on S”- ‘, 
s ID.f,l < Lipts,) <sup 14, S”Fl 
UEK 
and II . II Bc is well-defined on j(Xn). 
PROPOSITION 1. Under the norm )I . /I dn, a!* is c1 Bunach space. 
Proof: By construction, d” is a linear space and it is evident that I/ . )I dn 
is a norm. It remains to show completeness, and for this it suffices to show 
that j(N) is a closed linear subspace of BC(S”-I). We adapt the argument 
of [4]. Let {Sag} be a Cauchy sequence inj(X). It follows from the delini- 
tion of the K-norm that (sMMk} is also a Cauchy sequence in C(,Y-‘) and 
thus there exists a function S~UE C(S+‘) such that s,,,,~ -+sw. By the 
Blaschke Selection Theorem [S], M is a nonempty compact, convex set. 
Since the { Mk} are centrally symmetric, s~~( -x) = Sag, k = 1,2, . . . . for 
all x E S”- ’ and so the set A4 is also centrally symmetric. Furthermore, 
jsyI-~ jDs,,J is bounded as k-+ co. By the semicontinuity property [4, 
Theorem 1.93, 
and So E BC(S”-I). Finally, it remains to prove that Sag converges to So 
in BC(S”-‘). For s>O, there exists a positive integer N such that 
IISMk -s~,/(~~<E for k, I> N, and so ss”-, jD(s,,--s,,)J <E. Since s~,-+s,,, 
in C(??-‘), s~uI-s&.,,+s,&-sM in C(Sn - ’ ). By the semicontinuity 
property, 
I P(sM, -sw)I ,<lim inf p-1 I s k-m ~“-1 ~“-1 ID(sM~ -s‘wJI de 
and Sag + s,,., in BC( S”- ’ ). 
3. CLASSES OF FUZZY SETS 
Let B” denote the space of normal fuzzy convex fuzzy sets over R” 
with compact support. Minkowski addition extends to fuzzy sets in the 
following way: Zadeh’s Extension Principle gives, for U, , u2 E 8” and x E R”, 
(ul +4(x) = sup min{u,(y) .h(z)>. 
“+:=I 
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Recall that the a-level set of u E E”, 
(further details are in [a]). Consequently, the expression for u, + u2 can be 
expressed equivalently by 
[u, + UJ = L-u,]” + [UJ” 
for all acZ= [0, 11. Similarly, [Ju]” = n[u]” for all rx~l and E.ZO. 
Thus 8” can be given a linear structure, which is essentially that of Xx” 
as applied to a-level sets. However, note that with this structure 6’” is a 
cone, not a vector space. 
DEFINITION 2. Say that a fuzzy set q E&’ is centrally symmetric if, for 
all x E R”, q(x) d q( -x) and denote the totality of such by 5?!“. Write 
Ul z u2 in 8” iff there exist centrally symmetric fuzzy sets ql, q2 E 9” such 
that u1 + q, = u2 + q2. Denote the equivalence class containing a given 
fuzzy set u by (u) and call it the fuzzy asymmetry class of u. The totality 
of all such asymmetry classes is denoted by 9”‘. 
Remark. Centrally symmetric fuzzy sets q E Z?” have centrally symmetric 
a-levels [q]“, for all a E [0, 11. Hence, if uI x u2 in &“, then [u,]” 5 [u,]” 
in X” for each c( E [0, 11. 
As an immediate consequence of the definition, 
PROPOSITION 2. The vector space operations of d” induce a vector space 
structure on 9” in terms of asymetry classes of u-levels. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (u) + ( -u) = 0; that is to 
say, u+ (-u)EY. But (u+ (-u))(x)=supI:-= = .min(u(y), u(z)) = 
sup,~,=~,min{u(z),u(y)}=(u+(-u))(-x)shows thecentralsymmetry. 
This may be largely restated in terms of equality relations and con- 
gruence on 6”, relative to the t-norm 
T,(~,9)=max{5+rl-1,0}. 
DEFINITION 3. The natural equality relation [ [ ., .]] on 6” is defined 
by 
ecu,, %I1 = 1 - IIUI, %I1 r > u,, 242 E CT’,. 
Here, Ilu,, 4 m = max,, Rn lul(x) - uZ(x)( is well-defined because members 
of 8’” have compact support. Then z induces an equality relation E on P 
defined by 
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Equality relations (see [S] ) and r-norms (see [ 131 are briefly discussed 
in the Appendix. The proof of the following is also sketched there. 
THEOREM 3. E is an equality relation on d”, relative to T,. Moreover, E 
is a congruence on 8”: 
4. BANACH SPACE (Spn, (1. ((Y.,ou) 
For each fuzzy asymmetry class (u) E P’“, define an associated asym- 
metry function 
fi<U>(~? x) = qu,“(x) - scuy( -xi 
UEfP, XER”, a E I. 
Here, scUIa( .) denotes the support function of [u]” E ,%?“. As in Section 2, 
if d,,, is restricted to Ix S”- ‘, this furnishes an embedding j of Y” into a 
function space on Z x S”- I. Embeddings, isometric or homeomorphic, of &” 
as a cone into C(Zx S”- ‘) are known [2, 7, 91, but clearly Y” embeds as 
a linear subspace. 
DEFINITION 4. Define the functional 1) IY,m on Y” as 
ll~mv,m = “,“t’: II(c~l”>lld~~ 
PROPOSITION 4. I/ .I/ y, m is a norm on Y”. 
ProofX For any representative u in the class (u) E P’“, [u]” = supp u is 
compact in R”, and S~“]OE BC(S”-I), and hence ~(s~~,oI(~~< co. Moreover, 
the function a w )/ ( [u]” ) /I dn is.lower semicontinuous, and the supremum 
exists for all elements of Y”. To see this, note that for each x, s,,,,.(x) 
is nonincreasing and left continuous in creZ and dominated by sr,,~. 
Hence the function ii,,,( CI, .) is left continuous and dominated. Thus 
Il~<u)(% ~)llsup is left continuous in LYE Z. From the definition of distribu- 
tional derivatives, fsml IDii <,)(a, .)I is also left continuous in cr~Z. The 
triangle inequality for 1) . (1 gpn, o.is easily shown and it remains only to prove 
that II<~>Il~p4m = 0 implies (u) = 0 (that is, u is centrally symmetric fuzzy 
number). But then II ([u]“) 1) diB” =0 for all a E Z. But )I. 1) dcB” is a metric on 
d”, so s<cu]“> = 0. That is, [u]” is centrally symmetric for each a E Z, and 
so (u)=O* 
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THEOREM 5. (9", (1. I(,yy",ao) is complete. 
proof: Let { ( uj)} be a Cauchy sequence in Y”, in the sup norm of 
Definition 4, with asymmetry representatives u, of (uj). Then, for each 
u E Z, ( [u,]‘) is a Cauchy sequence in d” and thus converges to some 
(IV,) EM’ by Proposition 1. So for each c-! EI there exists an asymmetry 
class W, with asymmetry function a <W,,(~) =s,~(x) -.s,~(x). It remains 
to show that { ( W,) : CI E I> contains a fuzzy asymmetry class ( w), 
and is thus in Y”. Choose a family of centrally symmetric sets T, such 
that for tl< 8, W, + To c W, + T,. Put u’, = W, + T, for each x E I. 
Suppose that {elk} is a nondecreasing sequence with limit c(. Then 
lim,, + x fir=, [ui]“” = [uj]“, j= 1, 2, . . . . Hence, for eachj, 
n,“-“= %II=, Cu,l”dX) =nz+ 5 lim (S<n;=, ~~,pj(-~) - .*(n;‘-, ~~~jyk>( -xl) 
because XH sX( .) is continuous as a map from X”, metrised by the 
Hausdorff metric, to C(Sn- ‘). Observe that the convergence is uniform, 
as m + 03 is uniform in a E I and x E S”- i. It now follows that 
+$LI Wlk> = ~<bva>. Thus the class ( W) contains a family of nonempty 
compact convex sets {w I : UEZ} such that wB G W, for (Y </I and, for 
wb3 n;hk=~,, which is thus a fuzzy ‘set and normal and fuzzy 
convex by construction. The proof is complete. 
APPENDIX: FUZZY EQUIVALENCE CLASSES 
DEFINITION Al. A left continuous t-norm is a function T : Ix Z -+ Z 
satisfying [ 131 
(Tl) T(~,l)=T(1,~)=5,T(~,O)=T(O,~)=O,forall~~Z; 
U.2) T(L il) = WI, 5); 
(T3) T(t, T(vl, i)) = T(T(t, ~1, 0; 
(T4) T(~,sup.Z)=sup{T(&~):~~J}, allJGZand <EZ. 
DEFINITION A2 . An equality relation on a set Y (cf. [S]) relative to T 
is a map E: Y x Y -+ Z satisfying 
(El) T(T(Eb> xl, KY, Y)), E(x, Y)) = E(x, Y); 
(E2) E(x,x)=E(y,y)=E(x, y)=x=~‘; 
(E3) E(x, Y) G 0, x) (symmetry); 
(E4) T(E(x, y), E(y, z)) < E(x, z) (transitivity). 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Equality: 
(El) First note that Ilu+ ql, u+ q2(lm = /)ql, q211m. So, 
E(u,, u,)= SUP (I- llq13 42llm) 
41742E 2,” 
= E(u,, u*) = 1, 
unity achieved on the diagonal of 9’xY’. Hence T,(E(u,, u,), 
E(u,, ZQ)) = 1 and so 
= SUP CCu,+q,,u,+q,ll=E(u,,u,). 
41.42E9” 
032) l-infq,,q,..nll~,+ql, U2+q21100=E(UI,U1)=E(UZ,U2)=1. 
So inf4,.42E 9nlIuI + ql, f+ + ell m = 0. Since the set of normal upper semi- 
continuous functions is complete with respect to II., . I/ o. (which is con- 
tinuous), there exist ql, q2 E Jfl such that I/u1 + ql, u2 + q21j m = 0, i.e., 
u1+ q1= 4 + 92. 
(E3) Follows from symmetry of [[., .]I. 
(E4) Let ui E E”, qi E !I”, i = 1, 2, 3. Now, 
= llu, + q1+ u2 + q2, u3 + q3 + u2 + h/l CD 
6Ilu,+q,,~*+~*ll,+ll~z+4*~~3+43llm~ 
Hence 
1 - ,,,kif& lb, + 417 u3 + 9311 m 
al- inf Il~~+4~~~~+~~ll,-y~,~~d~Il~z+~z~~3+~311-r;l 
41.Y2Edn 
and the result follows. 
Congruence: For ur , U, E b”, ql, ijl E ?Y’, [[u, + ql, u2 + q2 J] = 
[[i.u,+q,, A.ti,+~,]] because II-q,EY’, while max,...J(A.u,)(x)- 
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(i. iI) = max,, Rn lu,(x/l) - U,(x/i)l. Th us E(u,ti) < E(rl.U,;I~ii). 
Finally, for ql, Si E 2?“, write w = q, + q2, W = 4, + q2. Then u’, GE- 22” and 




and the result follows by taking the supremum over (w, S) E 9” x 9”. 
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